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The Radio Advertising
Bureau (RAB) is the trade
association representing
America’s broadcast radio
industry.
There is so much exciting
news, continued growth, and
innovation taking place in the
radio industry today, ensuring
its bright and dynamic future.
Broadcast radio has a
legacy of being there for the
people and communities it
serves — anytime, anywhere,
and anyway they want or
need it. Radio is a constant
for consumers throughout
their day. Listeners are tuning
in at record numbers and
innovation has provided us
with the ability to measure
listening-to-action and
attribute that behavior
directly to radio advertising.
Radio has never been
better poised to address
marketers’ challenges, and
we invite you to read on,
learn more, and let us help
you find results with radio.

— ERICA FARBER,
president and CEO at Radio
Advertising Bureau

CAN RADIO WORK FOR
YOUR BRAND? YES, IT CAN

T

WHY RADIO IS A VALUABLE MEDIUM FOR AMPLIFYING YOUR BRAND AND DRIVING ROI
CONTRIBUTED BY TAMMY GREENBERG

Trusted, accountable, and results driven. These are attributes most brands, services, media, and, quite frankly,
most people strive to achieve. They are also attributes most forms of media will promise. The question is: are
they delivering on that promise?
Perhaps a more important question to ask is: when they do deliver on that promise, is the message resonating with today’s discriminating, cynical, and demanding consumers across demographics, geographies, and
actual behaviors?
Considering the vastness and complexity of today’s media landscape with promotions, PR, and marketing
overlapping, in addition to technology completely changing the way people listen, view, and interact with brands,
certain facts remain true. One of them is that traditional broadcast radio remains America’s No. 1 reaching
medium.
But reach is simply the door. When the door is opened, it is the message, the approach, the content, the
creative, the time, and the place that matter in order to truly engage the desired audiences. ➝

Radio stations attract and bring together like-minded
communities of listeners, delivering the content they want and
the news they need, providing them with forums to channel what
is on their minds, and simply being the community’s sounding
board. Radio is a safe place for listeners to interact with each
other and with their favorite personalities (or “influencers,” as we
refer to them).
When a radio personality recommends a brand, consumers
respond. In a USC study, 47 percent of all respondents considered or purchased products recommended by their favorite radio
personalities. How do on-air personalities generate so much
influence? According to a number of them interviewed by the
Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB) at Radio It’s On events hosted in
Rochester, N.Y., Albany, N.Y., Las Vegas, and Washington, D.C.,
they have the ability to evoke six to eight emotions among their
listeners in less than three minutes. They know their audiences
and how to communicate with them. Many of these individuals
share their personal lives and experiences and the listener

immediately connects and feels as though they are part of the
conversation.
Listeners equate an on-air personality’s endorsement with a
friend’s recommendation, more so than they do sponsored
Facebook posts, sponsored tweets, or television commercials.
This is because the endorsement is real and coming from
someone they trust. Radio DJs care about their listeners and
make it their responsibility to share truths with them. If the radio
personality believes in the brand, they will sell it.
However, it’s not all about the on-air talent. Radio is there for
consumers and local communities 24 hours a day, delivering the
news and information they need. All we need to consider are the
disasters that continue to take place across the country. This year
alone, back-to-back hurricanes battered Texas, Florida, and
Puerto Rico. There were wildfires in California, Montana, and
Oregon. And there were mass shootings in Florida, Virginia,
Nevada, and Texas. These are just a few examples in which radio
stepped up as the 24/7 local voice of information and, equally

T-MOBILE DISRUPTS THE AIRWAVES WITH A NATIONWIDE DJ TAKEOVER

In 2016, T-Mobile transformed the
wireless industry by moving away from
complicated rate plans and announcing
one, all-unlimited plan for everyone:
T-Mobile ONE.
As only the “Un-carrier” could,
T-Mobile launched T-Mobile ONE in a
big way.
From “the big game” to a nationwide
radio DJ takeover that disrupted the
airwaves in an unparalleled way, the
“T-Mobile ONE, ONE DJ” campaign was
created and activated by T-Mobile,
Blue449, and Katz Partnerships.
The campaign leveraged DJs at 60
stations across more than 30 markets
taking over their station’s airwaves for
more than 13 hours, all on the same day,
to launch T-Mobile ONE. The result was
exceptional native, over-the-air, digital,
and social content that created organic
consumer buzz and drove sales.
“Radio is such an important part of how
we communicate with our customer base,”
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says Peter DeLuca, SVP of brand and
advertising at T-Mobile. “It allows us to take
our message from a national basis and
make it very personal at the local level.
T-Mobile is aggressive in the marketplace
and we look to our media partners to be
equally as aggressive by delivering
breakthrough, industry-rattling ideas to
leverage media beyond a 60-second spot.
One of the abilities that radio allows
T-Mobile to do is focus on specific markets
and leverage local influencers to talk about
our brand in very authentic ways.”
The initiative was a tremendous
success in terms of store traffic and sales,
and from a partnership perspective. “The
teamwork, creativity, and power of radio is
what made this campaign work,” says
Lisa Allison, SVP and director of local
broadcast at the media agency Blue449.
“We were tasked with being disruptive to
drive store lift, traffic, and measurable
results. I’m very happy with the end
product of our collective efforts.”

“Radio and, in particular, DJs have
always been a way to ‘dimensionalize’
T-Mobile’s Un-carrier revolution,” says
Jason Harrington, EVP and managing
director at Blue449. “The DJ takeover is
an exciting and innovative way to evolve
T-Mobile’s relationship with DJs while
providing a bigger platform for them to
evangelize their personal experience
with T-Mobile.”
T-Mobile partners with local radio to
drive its business forward in a myriad of
ways — from content integration
surrounding the iHeartRadio Music
Festival to being an active partner/carrier
of the NextRadio app. Radio has become
integral to T-Mobile’s brand efforts and it
uses it creatively and contextually.
T-Mobile continues to focus on radio
and advertising as a key component of its
media strategy and to seek new and
innovative ways to communicate with its
customers through these channels.

— T.G.
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T-Mobile is an innovative brand that leverages radio as a key component in its advertising
campaigns, activating programs that use radio’s core equities to get results

important, offered assistance and support. In Fort Meyers, Fla.,
for instance, listeners during Hurricane Irma sought out radio at
more than 1,000 percent above norms.
In times like these, brands, the entertainment industry, media,
and consumers come together to support one another, and radio
is proud to be dedicated and accountable to communities from
coast to coast.

CONTENT RULES THE HEART AND THE MIND
Radio is also about the content, entertainment, sports, local
news, and more. Many associate radio with music. Why?
Because music is the soundtrack of our lives. We listen to
manage our moods, to enhance a workout, to bond with other
people, as a distraction from daily life — even to manage health
issues. Sixty-six percent of people listen to radio to hear their
favorite songs, according to the 2017 Jacobs report “Tech
Survey 13,” and radio is still the No. 1 place where audiences
discover new music. Brands also include music in their
messaging, while at times leveraging the artists in an effort to
connect with their fans.
For everyone from songwriters to superstars to brands, radio
matters, and many appreciate radio’s ability to connect with
listeners and help expose their music to the listening public. In early
September, the RAB and the National Association of Broadcasters
hosted the annual Radio Show conference, where music artists
were onsite sharing their thoughts, their voices, and their music
among more than 1,600 in attendance. At the event, members of
the legendary country music group Asleep at the Wheel mentioned the power of radio. “Without radio, Asleep at the Wheel
wouldn’t be here,” the band said. Country music singer Drake
White echoed that sentiment, and thanked the radio industry for
“supporting my dream and my band’s dream throughout our
musical journey.”
In fact, if you were to ask any singer or songwriter how they felt
the first time they heard themselves on the radio, you would hear
similar stories to what we heard at the Radio Show from superstar
Demi Lovato. “It’s a dream come true every time I hear my songs
on the radio,” she said. The RAB has heard the same quotes from
many creative directors when they recall the first time they heard
their brand creative on the radio.
Whether it is news radio, sports radio, hip hop radio, Hispanic
radio, pop radio, or any of the 30-plus diverse formats, radio
delivers. Whether it is a local personality or a nationally syndicated
personality, in-morning drive, afternoon drive, midday, or
weekends, as brand stewards, here is what you can count on from
broadcast radio:
• A trusted environment for your brand messages
• Extremely loyal audiences who are passionate and engaged
• An intimate relationship where nothing comes between your
brand and a listener’s ears
• Innovative cross-platform solutions — programs that seamlessly

integrate brands from on-air to online to social to podcasts; from
experiential programs to sampling, or content-infused native
advertising to mobile interaction, and so many more.

DOES RADIO WORK? YES, IT DOES
Radio delivers results and continues to innovate and invest in
research that proves ROI, identifies best practices, and provides
marketers with information to integrate data-driven decisions into
their planning and buying efforts. In fact, a recently released
study commissioned by the RAB and conducted by Sequent
Partners proves that radio drives incremental search behavior by
an average of 29 percent. What’s more, in a Nielsen Return On
Ad Spend study among 12 brands, radio delivered an average
$10 ROI for every $1 spent, with the highest measured ratio
coming from an advertiser in the grocery segment that achieved
a $23 ROI with radio, and an auto aftermarket advertiser that
achieved a $21 ROI with radio.
Technology is also helping radio become more attributable.
NextRadio’s Dial Report analytics now provides advertisers with
direct attribution of in-store visits and purchase behavior to radio
listening. It also provides data to support day and daypart, format,
and other planning decisions.
Radio is a multiplier. Several studies have proven that when
radio is included in the media mix, the results increase. For
example, a Nielsen study for American Family Insurance showed
a 34 percent awareness lift as a result of adding radio to the
TV plan, a 150 percent lift when radio was added to a mobileonly campaign, and a lift of 213 percent when it was added to
an online-only campaign. In a study for an automotive after
market retailer, Nielsen was able to prove that radio brought in a
48 percent boost in customers and drove a 71 percent lift in
market share.
Beyond reaching consumers over the airwaves, radio can
provide a wealth of post-air insights. Through the confluence of
innovations in natural speech processing, transcription, and
artificial intelligence, what is said on-air can now be used for
near-real time actionable intelligence for brands, agencies, and
broadcasters. The enterprise solution Veritone, for example, has
rolled out research that empowers broadcasters and brands to
see in what markets, stations, programs, days, dates, and times
their brands are mentioned on-air or online.
The radio industry now has significant categorical research, data,
and experience to bring best practices to marketers to ensure
the positive results they need to grow their brands. For savvy
marketers smart enough to listen, it’s simply a matter of tuning
their brands in to the right formats, stations, and audio platforms.
Tammy Greenberg is the SVP of business development
at the Radio Advertising Bureau. You can email her at
tgreenberg@rab.com.
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